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At Ultimate Boats we hand craft boats 
where “Compromise Is Not an Option”.

We have 50 years of combined boating, 
and marine industry knowledge. 
We are turning the hard wearing 
New Zealand tinnie, into a world 
class aluminum boat, with style 
and comfort, that caters for fishing, 
watersport’s and family day boating.

Ultimate Boats Naval Architect went 
about designing two models that 
fitted a design brief for the Ultimate 
21 focused on Safety, Durability, and 
Comfort. 

THE ULTIMATE VISION

The first Ultimate 21 an all Alloy boat that had the luxurious 
appointments of a cruiser, but also had the strength and 
durability to haul in fish and get out wide when required. 
Performance and Safety were the main focus, a fine entry, 
with a deadrise that promotes stability and efficiency, a 6mm 
bottom and weight studies done to keep the weight low 
and centralised for great handling. The hull with its gradual 
shearline, is complimented with its stylish, good looking deck 
and cabin, which breaks away from the straight edged alloy 
look. 

In the rear of the boat an all alloy finish with a non-slip flooring 
system means the fish should be scared, but move forward 
and there are all the comforts to make the ride home very 
comfortable, and a day cruising the beach’s and hanging out in 
a quiet bay, is done with ease.

The second model is ground breaking, and takes comfort 
to another level. Ultimate Boats has developed “hull in hull 
technology”. This feature will further improve on the handling, 
performance, comfort and safety of the vessel. It takes the 
strength and durability of Alloy and moulds it together with 
the features of a Fibreglass Boat to create a boat that benefits 
from both alloy and fibreglass characteristics creating a no 
compromise solution.

ULTIMATE 21



Standard Features

Optional Extras

Specifications

Alloy bow sprit Bow rail Hatches Tread plate floor

Alloy rod holders x 4 Buoyancy tanks Lined cabin Underfloor storage

Alloy rocket launcher Hydraulic Streering Navigation lights VHF radio

Battery and switch Fuel filter Self draining anchor Walk through transom

Bilge pump Fuel tank (180ltr) Transom storage Wiring & switch panel

Auto winch, rope and chain Full squabs Paint solid top

Bait board Fusion stereo Paint metallic top

Boarding ladder Trailer - Tandem braked Paint full solid

Capstan, rope and chain Internal lighting Paint full metallic

Bolstered easy rider seats King/Queen seat Trailer - Single braked

Deck wash Safety kit - 2 person Wiper

Hull bottom & transom 6mm LOA 6.35m

Hull sides 4mm Beam 2.49m

Deadrise 18 Degrees Recommended HP 115HP - 200HP

Length on trailer 7.5m Height on trailer 3m

Tow weight 1800kg Width on trailer 2.49m

Specifications / Features subject to change without notice
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